Title
Principal BigData Scientist

Company
Principal BigData Scientist

Job Description
• Design and implement architecture of Bigdata platform in Huawei Cloud Service.
• Work closely with R&D groups and product managers to transfer research outcomes to products and develop and implement end-to-end technical solutions
• Research and build next generation Bigdata Cloud Service to support and meet with Huawei AI strategy

Skills and Qualifications
• Master degree in Computer Science, Statistics, Engineering, Math or Physics, Ph.D preferred
• Familiar with open source software like: Hadoop, Yarn, Spark, Hive, Hbase, Kafka, Zookeeper, Flume etc...
• Deep understanding the full stack technologies behind cloud service systems
• Experience delivering industrial products and services
• Strong interpersonal and communication skills
• Ability to lead and effect change and influence decisions
• Technical publications and/or open source contributions are an asset

Location
Seattle, United States

Contact
shijinkui@huawei.com